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Final scientific purpose

1. What is formation mechanism of the polynya? Why such large ice production occurs?

2. Is Antarctic bottom water formed there? If so, how are formation process, volume, relation with ice production?

Purpose using PALSAR data: PALSAR data provides

1. Comparison & validation for AMSR & SSM/I sea ice algorithm

2. Detailed structure of the Cape Darnley Polynya and its seasonal variation because of the high resolution

3. Discrimination of ice thickness & type, and fast ice → Towards sea ice algorithm of PALSAR
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Conclusion

1. PALSAR & ASAR data provide good validation data for AMSR & SSM/I thin ice algorithm

2. PALSAR images clarify the detailed structure of the Cape Darnley Polynya:
   - The polynya is identified as area of new ice streaks with the dimension of more than 100km x 100km
   - West of the polynya, grounded iceberg tongue is formed

3. A formation mechanism of the polynya is proposed:
   - Filtering effect of the iceberg tongue with the Antarctic Coastal Current is very important as well as the offshoreward wind

4. Polarimetric mode possibly discriminates ice thickness and ice type → Towards sea ice algorithm of PALSAR
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Is Antarctic bottom water formed there?
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1. Good site for satellite truth of sea ice algorithm: PALSAR, AMSR, SSM/I etc.
2. Unknown area of Antarctic Bottom Water
3. Formation processes of Antarctic coastal polynya
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